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With a minimal budget and one week to complete each car, our host and a mechanic use their expertise to buy a classic car and restore it back to its former glory, hoping its sale results in a tidy profit.

A pair of total strangers – one man and one woman – find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. With no food, no water and no clothes, they must survive for 21 days with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment.

Part fashion show, part bridal story, part family therapy, Say Yes to the Dress uncovers the hurdles every staff member faces to make each bride completely satisfied. Between budget and bling, taffeta and tantrums, brides share their love stories as a team of specialists guide them through the process of selecting, fitting, altering and delivering each flawless dress in time for their big day.

Race to Escape is a competition gameshow wherein two teams of three strangers are trapped in identical rooms and they must solve a series of five challenges in 60 minutes to escape and win. They stand to win $25,000 but after 20 minutes, that decreases by $500 and another $500 each minute that passes. Some rounds have extra clues but every clue costs money and every second counts in Race to Escape!

With a minimal budget and one week to complete each car, our host and a mechanic use their expertise to buy a classic car and restore it back to its former glory, hoping its sale results in a tidy profit.
AIR JAWS: NIGHT STALKER
2015 • PRODUCED BY SHARK ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

Famed shark photographer Chris Fallows embarks on his eighth Air Jaws adventure with shark expert Jeff Kurr and shark biologist Dr. Neil Hammerschlag as they discover how great white sharks hunt in total darkness.

9-1-1 ENCOUNTERS
2015 • PRODUCED BY SCOTT FREE

Every year, thousands of Americans dial 9-1-1 when they are caught up in shocking confrontations with animals on the prowl. No Hollywood movie can match the real-life drama that unfolds when human meets nature, face-to-face, on 9-1-1 Encounters.

ATTACK OF THE KILLER DRAGONS
2015 • PRODUCED BY NANCY GLASS PRODUCTIONS

In Indonesia, five divers get separated from their boat and drift alone in the ocean only to wash ashore on an island overrun with killer komodo dragons. In the U.S., reptile experts attempt to control the spread of the vicious Nile Monitor lizard.
DEADLIEST PLACE ON EARTH
2015 • PRODUCED BY RED ROCK FILMS
1x60
Australia is known for its abundance of strange and wonderful animals. But hiding in the ocean, the outback and even the backyard are animals with deadly intentions. From the usual suspects like a great white shark and a saltwater croc to a presumably harmless kangaroo that left a woman hospitalized, no one is safe.

EXTINCT OR ALIVE: THE TASMANIAN TIGER
2015 • PRODUCED BY HOT SNAKES MEDIA
1x60
The ferocious Tasmanian tiger was declared extinct 80 years ago, yet sightings are still reported. A trio of experts venture into Tasmania’s undeveloped wilderness in search of one of the most unique and terrifying predators ever to walk the earth.

DOGS: THE UNTOLD STORY
2016 • PRODUCED BY PLIMSOIL PRODUCTIONS
5x60
Dogs: The Untold Story follows the species’ natural history, looking at each breed and how they have developed a specific set of characteristics to aid them in living alongside human beings. The series focuses on dogs at different stages of domestication for a complete overview of their development, from wild and worker dogs, domesticated pets and those released back into the wild.

DR. JEFF: ROCKY MOUNTAIN VET
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY DOUBLE ACT PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 12x60
Denver’s most passionate and persevering veterinarian is back – flip flops, long hair, tattoos and all – to tackle high-stress situations. This season, Dr. Jeff Young and his team treat more mysterious illnesses, perform surgeries on creatures including little foxes and big cats, and rehabilitate rescued animals before they find forever homes. The challenges of running one of the busiest clinics in the country are heightened when Dr. Jeff must deal with health issues of his own.

GRIZZLY UPRISING
2015 • PRODUCED BY RED ARROW INTERNATIONAL
1x60
Grizzly and black bear populations have increased, but human development has greatly diminished food supplies and available land. In the last five years, the number of violent grizzly bear attacks has doubled, and the attacks are happening in places where bears and humans have lived together peacefully for decades. In Grizzly Uprising, victims of bear attacks recount their stories.
LIVING WITH MANEATERS
2016 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.

Living with Maneaters travels across India where people struggle to live with the fabled and dangerous big cats: leopards, tigers and lions. Personal passion, ancient traditions and new ideas come together to solve one of humanity’s oldest conflicts.

JAWAI: INDIA’S LEOPARD HILLS
2015 • PRODUCED BY ROBIN ROY FILMS

Rare footage from Jawai, a picturesque location in Rajasthan surrounded by hills, reveals leopard behavior like never before and challenges widely held opinion about the big cat. Watch the fascinating story of co-existence between wild predators and humans.

LAIR OF THE KILLER CROCS
2015 • PRODUCED BY EARTH TOUCH

Expert wranglers from both corners of the globe, Paul Bedard and Australia’s most experienced crocodile hunter, “Crocodile Mick” Pittman, join forces in Northern Australia to explore the dangers, the science and the issues surrounding an impending crisis – a recent invasion of man-eating monster crocodiles.

LIVING WITH MANEATERS
2016 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.

Living with Maneaters travels across India where people struggle to live with the fabled and dangerous big cats: leopards, tigers and lions. Personal passion, ancient traditions and new ideas come together to solve one of humanity’s oldest conflicts.

KILLER SWARMS
2015 • PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS

Mobs of vermin. Angry hives of killer bees. Hordes of hungry sharks. You’ve seen them in your nightmares, but these swarms are real – and deadly. Due to global warming, habitat destruction and human encroachment, swarms are on the rise around the globe.

LONE STAR LAW
2015 • PRODUCED BY ENGEL ENTERTAINMENT, INC.

The Texas Game Wardens protect a quarter million square miles of the Lone Star State’s natural resources and police its 27 million citizens. While checking sportsmen and boaters, the game wardens can encounter everything from alligators to armadillos, and at a moment’s notice, rush to rescue flash-flood victims, investigate a large-scale deer poaching, serve an arrest warrant for drugs, rescue injured wild animals, or catch smugglers in the Gulf of Mexico.
**RABID**
2015 • PRODUCED BY BLACKFIN
1x60

Three cases of individuals and communities whose lives were forever altered by rabies: A village under attack from a rabid beast, a town plunged into darkness that claims their children, and a young woman saved by medical experimentation.

---

**MY CAT FROM HELL**
2010-2015 • PRODUCED BY 3 BALL ENTERTAINMENT

Series 1: 3x60, Series 2: 6x60, Series 3: 10x60, Series 4: 17x60, Series 5: 18x60, Series 6: 10x60, Series 7: 10x60

Cat-behaviorist Jackson Galaxy helps families cure their unruly companions. Each episode reveals first-hand accounts of cat owners struggling to reign in their feisty felines and find domestic harmony. Whether it’s the cats or the owners behaving badly, leave it to Galaxy to save the day!

---

**OCEAN MYSTERIES WITH JEFF CORWIN**
2012-2016 • PRODUCED BY LITTON ENTERTAINMENT

Series 2: 26x30, Series 3: 26x30, Series 4: 22x30, Series 5: 22x30

Emmy® Award–winner Jeff Corwin is exploring oceans in his series Ocean Mysteries with Jeff Corwin. Based at the world’s largest aquarium, the Georgia Aquarium in Atlanta, Jeff takes viewers around the globe to explore Earth’s least-understood resource, our oceans. Each episode, Jeff is joined by experts to uncover the hidden secrets of the deep.

---

**RISE OF THE WARRIOR APES**
2016 • PRODUCED BY KEO FILMS
1x120

Winner of Best Animal Behavior Program, 2017 Jackson Hole Wildlife Film Festival, this is a story of the unbreakable friendships and intense rivalries inside a mighty chimpanzee empire. Through the eyes of anthropologists who filmed them over 20 years, this is a privileged close-up of a secret world, deep in the African jungle.

---

**SNAKETACULAR**
2015 • PRODUCED BY PILGRIM MEDIA GROUP
1x60

Get up-close and personal with some of the creepiest creatures on earth – snakes. Host Danny Trejo and experts provide insight on home video and real snake encounters in this nail-biting one-hour special.

---

**URBAN PREDATOR: LION ON THE LOOSE**
2015 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.
1x60

A shocking cell phone video sets a city on edge: Is a carnivorous African lion stalking the streets of Milwaukee? Renowned game tracker and big cat advocate Rory Young travels from Africa in pursuit of answers, and the big cat itself.
**THE VET LIFE**  
2015 • PRODUCED BY GLASS ENTERTAINMENT GROUP  
8x60  
We follow three vets and their families as they begin new lives and careers in Houston. It’s a big move to a big state, but they dream big, and they’re determined to make this work – for their families, and for the animals of Houston.

**WEIRD, TRUE & FREAKY: REAL MONSTERS**  
2015 • PRODUCED BY HOFF PRODUCTIONS  
1x60  
These are the most massive, fear-igniting monsters, with their eye-popping rampages of sheer terror all caught on tape. With slithering serpents, dagger-toothed cats and stealth sea assassins, we’re counting down the top 10 most ferocious attacks.

**WILD EXPECTATIONS**  
2015 • PRODUCED BY EQUILIBRIO FILMS, LLC.  
1x60  
Adventurers, wildlife fanatics and good friends Rene and Wayne travel to Patagonia in search of a very special puma. Encountering a host of other interesting critters along the way, they remain true to their quest of finding the elusive “No Tail.”

**WILD INDIA**  
2014 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.  
1x120  
India is a country bursting with wildlife. But it is also home to 1.3 billion people. This film shares inspiring stories of India’s wild species and how they live, survive and sometimes even thrive in a crowded human world.
ADNAN SYED: INNOCENT OR GUILTY?
2016 • PRODUCED BY LINCOLN SQUARE PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
The 1999 murder case-turned-national obsession thanks to the 2014 podcast SERIAL is revisited through exclusive new interviews.
Hear from key players in the case as Adnan Syed, convicted of killing his ex-girlfriend Hae Min Lee, fights for a new trial.

AMERICAN MONSTER
2015 • PRODUCED BY ARROW INTERNATIONAL MEDIA LTD.
On any street, behind any smile, lurks an American Monster. Never-before-seen video footage looks straight into the eyes of a killer, hidden in plain sight. Mom next door; dad across the street; the kid who never broke the rules. Anyone can be a monster.

AUTO/BIOGRAPHY
2017 • PRODUCED BY ANGEL VALLEY PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
Supercar mysteries unfold on a global scale, as we unravel the impossible stories of buried Ferraris, haunted Porsches, and even James Bond’s missing Lotus. Told through the eyes of the investigators, owners and even the crooks themselves, Auto/Biography is an anthology of one-hour investigations into the underground world of disappearing priceless cars.

BILL COSBY: AN AMERICAN SCANDAL
2016 • PRODUCED BY JUPITER ENTERTAINMENT
Look deep inside the scandal that rocked the nation. With exclusive interviews and insider details, we reveal how this iconic American comedian kept his behavior hidden for more than five decades. We revisit headlines from Cosby’s past, uncover shocking family drama, and examine the allegations that caused his epic fall from grace.

CASEY ANTHONY: AN AMERICAN MURDER MYSTERY
2016 • PRODUCED BY JUPITER ENTERTAINMENT
Lies, betrayal and murder. What happened to Caylee Anthony? This three-part special looks inside one of the most controversial murder cases in American history. Explore the captivating investigation with interviews from the family at the center of it all.
Deadly Demands is a psychologically suspenseful and emotionally charged series with a tantalizing mystery at its heart. Real audio from actual hostage negotiations serve as a jumping-off point to dive into the deadly motivations behind these crimes.

Sex, lies and power. Where is Chandra Levy? In this three-part special, we’ll examine the search that gripped the nation, investigating one of the most bizarre disappearances in American history.

For the killer, it’s the perfect murder – the crime scene throws suspicion in another direction. They literally get away with murder as the detectives hit dead end after dead end. Then one new clue leads to another, the twists begin to turn, and the cold case suddenly gets hot. It’s the perfect murder – until it’s not – and the real murderer is arrested and the case is solved.

Evil Stepmothers follows real-life evil women intent on making their family’s lives a living hell. From dividing the family to dividing up bodies, these twisted and demented bloodthirsty step-monsters only have one thing in mind . . . themselves.

This series tells jaw-dropping stories of forbidden love: relationships that break taboos, cross boundaries, shock communities, and lead to extraordinary and shocking crimes. Each episode follows the escalating story of a relationship across a social and moral divide that culminated in deadly violence.
GOING IN GEORGIA: A DISAPPEARED SPECIAL
2013 • PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC
1x60

25-year-old Kelly Nash vanishes from his Georgia home one night without a trace. His loved ones are heartbroken but quickly mobilize an intense search. And then surveillance video surfaces. But is the image on it Kelly? And can it help find him?

HATE IN AMERICA
2015 • PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC
3x60

Investigation Discovery presents three specials exploring the way the Southern Poverty Law Center in the U.S. state of Alabama has tracked and combated hate groups over the years and a revealing look at the urgency behind the work they are still engaged in today.

HORROR AT THE CECIL HOTEL
2017 • PRODUCED BY STEPHEN DAVID ENTERTAINMENT
3x60

Built in the 1920s, The Cecil Hotel in Los Angeles has become one of the most sinister places in the country. From infamous serial killer Edgar Ramirez, AKA “The Night Stalker,” to the recent fate of tourist Elisa Lam, for decades, the hotel has been home to a series of bizarre mysteries, murders and other suspicious deaths. Each episode tells a different story pulled from its terrifying history.

HOUSE OF HORRORS: KIDNAPPED
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY SIRENS MEDIA
Series 1: 12x30, Series 2: 12x30, Series 3: 12x30

House of Horrors: Kidnapped will take you on a journey with survivors of horrifying crimes. These survivors tell their harrowing tales from being abducted at a routine traffic stop, betrayal by an old friend and the return of an angry client.

I AM HOMICIDE
2015 • PRODUCED BY BLACKFIN
6x60

In Charlotte, North Carolina, USA, many know him as Homicide. But his real name is Det. Garry McFadden. With hundreds of solved cases under his belt, he seeks justice for the departed. Case by case, his charisma helps him sniff out clues and hunt down leads like no other.
IN THE LINE OF FIRE
2014 • PRODUCED BY ATLAS MEDIA CORPORATION

A shootout on a city street, a hostage crisis, and a gun battle in a tiny apartment... three brave officers face these harrowing life-or-death situations and put themselves In the Line of Fire to save the lives of the citizens they've sworn to protect.

I'D KILL FOR YOU
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 13x60, Series 3: 10x60

How far would you go for the woman you love? Would you lie for her? Steal for her? This season of I'd Kill for You lifts the lid on some of the most amazing murder cases in America. These aren't spur-of-the-moment crimes of passion. Instead they're pre-mediated, highly calculated killings—all orchestrated by the woman at the center of each case, using her love as the ultimate murder weapon.

KILLING FIELDS
2015 • PRODUCED BY SIRENS MEDIA

6x60

Killing Fields is a true-crime documentary series following homicide detectives as they reopen the case of a young woman found in the Louisiana swamplands, a body dumpsite, where the forces of nature often erase evidence of a crime. Tormented by an unfulfilled promise to solve the 1997 homicide investigation, Detective Rodie Sanchez comes out of retirement to rework the case that has haunted him for the past 18 years.

Plus
Killing Fields: The Case Continues Special: 1x60

JUDGMENT DAY: PRISON OR PAROLE
2015 • PRODUCED BY RADICALMEDIA

3x60

Judgment Day: Prison or Parole is a deeply immersive and investigative series that takes viewers inside the process of parole hearings as they are unfolding with actual cases. Award-winning, critically acclaimed, veteran documentarian Joe Berlinger’s unique access into the criminal justice system will give viewers an inside look at the high stakes decisions made by parole boards.

KILLER TRUCKERS
2012 • PRODUCED BY CREATIVE DIFFERENCES, INC.

1x60

Killer Truckers looks at the high instance of serial killing attributable to long-haul truckers and explores contributing social forces. The program reveals how a breakthrough investigation of seven women murdered along U.S. interstate highways lead to the formation of the FBI's Highway Serial Killer Initiative and its scrutiny of truckers as suspects.

LAS VEGAS LAW
2015 • PRODUCED BY MY ENTERTAINMENT

6x60

In a city where nearly everything is a gamble, the Clark County District Attorney’s Office is as close to a sure thing as it gets. Led by District Attorney Steven Wolfson, his dedicated group of prosecutors rarely ever hear the words, “Not guilty.”

LONE STAR MYSTERY: A DISAPPEARED SPECIAL
2014 • PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC

1x60

In August, 2014, 23-year-old Christina Morris spent an evening out with friends in Plano, Texas, but never returned home. A massive search involving police, volunteers and even drones ensues but each new fact about the case brings more questions.
WEB OF LIES
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY BLAST! FILMS
Series 1: 6x60,
Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 10x60
Driven by haunting, real-life 911 audio, Murder Calls is true-crime storytelling taken to new heights. In each episode, investigators analyze harrowing emergency calls, looking for the truth and unearthing clues that help them catch a killer.
Plus
Shane’s Last Stand: 1x60

OBSESSION: DARK DESIRES
2012 • PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS LIMITED
Series 3: 10x60
Obsession: Dark Desires offers intimate access to the emotional scars of those who have suffered as victims of extreme obsession. With their safety and sanity at risk, victims fight to protect themselves and their families from an irrepressible curse.

SHADOW OF DOUBT
2014 • PRODUCED BY STEPHEN DAVID ENTERTAINMENT
6x60
The real story behind any crime depends on who you ask. Shadow of Doubt puts a new twist on true-crime storytelling by delving into competing theories of complex crimes, which find witnesses and suspects pointing the finger at each other.

MURDER AMONG FRIENDS
2015 • PRODUCED BY MIKE MATHIS PRODUCTIONS
10x60
Most killers act alone. But there’s another type of murder that happens less frequently yet with no less horror. That’s when people decide to kill as a group. And figuring out who is a leader and who is a follower — who pulled the trigger and who just watched it happen — is a complex mystery. It gets particularly twisted when the murder circle collapses and its members turn on one another. Finding the truth amid deception and betrayal can be its own sort of puzzle when you have a Murder Among Friends.

WHITEY BULGER: THE MAKING OF A MONSTER
2012 • PRODUCED BY NORTHERN LIGHT PRODUCTIONS
1x60
Whitey Bulger is one of the major crime figures in U.S. history. He will forever be mentioned in the same breath as Al Capone and John Dillinger. But only Whitey reached a level of depravity unchecked by the underworld and the law, bringing the FBI to its knees with its agents reporting to him.

WHO KILLED JANE DOE?
2016 • PRODUCED BY SIRENS MEDIA
6x60
Behind the discovery of every Jane Doe lies two stories: the detectives puzzling out her identity and how she died, and her family struggling to find her. In each episode, we give a voice to the nameless and a final resting place to a missing loved one.
Plus
The Road of Lost Girls Special

YOUR NUMBER’S UP
2015 • PRODUCED BY BEYOND ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
3x60
Your Number’s Up follows the stories of real-life lottery winners whose dreams of happiness came to a tragic and deadly end. Many of us fantasize about winning a jackpot, quitting our jobs and going on the vacation of a lifetime. But all too often winning the lottery can trigger infidelity, jealousy and murder.
CAR FIX
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY BRENTON PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 13x30,
Series 2: 12x30, Series 3: 13x30, Series 4: 13x30, Series 5: 16x30
Step inside the ultimate “how-to” series featuring the talents of Lou Santiago and Jared Zimmerman. In Car Fix, this dynamic duo showcases special hands-on automotive projects including modifications, upgrades and repairs using high-end performance and aftermarket products that car junkies can’t wait to get their hands on.

BERING SEA GOLD
2011-2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 8x60,
Series 2: 14x60, Series 3: 15x60 & 1x90, Series 4: 18x60, Series 5: 16x60
In the frontier town of Nome, Alaska, the gold rush is on. But you’ve never seen gold mining like this before. Here, the precious metal isn’t found in the ground. It’s sitting in the most unlikely of places: the bottom of the frigid, unpredictable Bering Sea. And there are a handful of people willing to risk it all to bring it to the surface. Season 5 features a team of all-girl divers, new state-of-the-art equipment and an Arctic storm that is sure to wreak havoc on all the dredging teams.

ALASKA PROOF
2015 • PRODUCED BY MATADOR CONTENT LLC.
8x30
Alaska Proof pours the spirit of Alaska into a series that focuses on a different kind of spirit – the kind you drink. Alaska Distillery is a grassroots operation comprised of a group of passionate, inventive artists who create world-class, hand-crafted, award-winning vodkas.

BORDER CONTROL: SPAIN
2015 • PRODUCED BY CINE NATURALEZA Y TELEVISION S.L.
20x30
Border Control: Spain is a series that shows the interventions of the Security Services at the borders and customs of Spain depicting the situations happening between the mentioned services and the people affected. Spanish borders are one of the hottest spots on the continent. Spain is a major transit country for goods and travelers from all over the world. Each day thousands of containers, tons of goods of all kinds and millions of travelers cross Spain’s borders.
DEADLIEST CATCH: LEGEND OF THE WIZARD
2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS LLC.

From outsider to steely Bering Sea tycoon, Captain Keith Colburn turned the last 50 dollars in his pocket into a multi-million-dollar empire. Hitching his fortunes to a World War II Naval ship, Keith grew the F/V Wizard into one of the fiercest crab vessels in the fleet. But with every victory there’s been a cost, and with every sacrifice there’s been a reckoning for the man behind the legend.

DEADLIEST CATCH: THE BAIT
2012-2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS LLC. AND SILENT CROW ARTS

Series 1: 7x60, Series 2: 10x60, Series 3: 12x60, Series 4: 8x60

The captains let us inside their Catch HQ for an energetic and personal pre-show. In each installment, the captains will tee up the forthcoming Deadliest Catch episode with fan favorites, along with the addition of a few new segments.

DEADLIEST JOB INTERVIEW
2015 • PRODUCED BY SHARP ENTERTAINMENT, LLC.

6x60

This series spotlights eight of the most extreme and perilous professions in the world. Told from the perspective of the rookies, or “greenhorns,” follow these tough men and women as they enter the workforce of eight dangerous jobs, risking everything to secure a highly challenging and dangerous position.

DEVONPORT: INSIDE THE ROYAL NAVY
2015 • PRODUCED BY WAG TV

6x60

The largest naval base in Western Europe, Devonport is home to the navy’s Trafalgar-class nuclear-powered submarines and surface fleet. 10,000 men and women working ‘round the clock, 365 days a year to make sure that the Devonport fleet of ships are always ready to protect the United Kingdom’s interests anywhere around the globe.

DEADLIEST CATCH
2004-2015 • PRODUCED BY ORIGINAL PRODUCTIONS LLC.

Series 1: 10x60, Series 2: 12x60, Series 3: 12x60, Series 4: 16x60, Series 5: 16x60, Series 6: 16x60, Series 7: 15x60, Series 8: 13x60, Series 9: 15x60, Series 10: 15x60 & 3x120, Series 11: 16x60 & 3x120, Series 11: 16x60 & 3x120, Series 12: 15x60 & 3x120

For the past 11 years, the veteran captains of the Bering Sea have carved their living in one of the world’s most dangerous fisheries, risking it all including their lives. But this year, a new generation is stepping up and claiming their seat at the table. But do they have the drive and guts that it takes to become a legend?

Plus
S2-12 Recap Shows: 11x60
S5 & S12 Specials: 3x60
S2-9 Behind the Scenes: 5x60
GEARS, GREASE AND GLORY
2015 • PRODUCED BY DRAGONFLY FILM & TELEVISION PRODUCTIONS
6x60

In Gears, Grease and Glory, former Formula 1 mechanic Marc “Elvis” Priestley gets up-close to some of the world’s most fascinating amateur motorsports. Elvis was one of McLaren Racing’s top mechanics, helping the team become Formula 1 world champions. Now, he’s after a new challenge: He’s going back to basics, taking his F1 know-how to some of the most extraordinary amateur motorsports on the planet.

FREE RIDE
2015 • PRODUCED BY RAW TV LIMITED
6x60

Adventurer, survivalist and green enthusiast Rob Greenfield is about to embark on an epic journey to trek across South America with no money. Travelling with him is filmmaker James Levelle, documenting every step of their journey together Free Ride style.

GHOST BROTHERS
2015 • PRODUCED BY PILGRIM FILM & TELEVISION
6x60

In Ghost Brothers, the dynamic cast of frat brothers, Dalen Spratt, Juwan Mass and Marcus Harvey blend comedy with paranormal investigating when they visit some of the most haunted locations in America. The Ghost Brothers are passionate about finding out if persistent and strange phenomena can be explained or if intriguing sites they visit are in fact haunted.

GHOSTS OF SHEPHERDSTOWN
2015 • PRODUCED BY MAK PICTURES, LLC.
6x60

A surge of paranormal activity in Shepherdstown, WV, overwhelms the local police, forcing them to enlist an elite team of ghost hunters to investigate the inexplicable cases and calm the besieged townsfolk.
THE LAST ALASKANS
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
Series 1: 8x60, Series 2: 10x60
The Last Alaskans are joined by extended family members, with some members traveling to the refuge by boat for the first time in 20 years. In the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, true freedom only grows from hard work, and The Last Alaskans waste no time getting down to business.
Plus
S1 Specials: 1x60 & 1x120

JUNKYARD EMPIRE
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
Series 1: 8x60, Series 2: 8x60
Bobby and Andy Cohen are back giving viewers another entertaining glimpse into their lucrative junkyard business. Each episode finds Andy, a jack of all trades with a keen eye for seeing a high-priced payoff in automotive rubble, juggling the demands of the family junkyard with managing his own automotive service shop and used car dealership.

INSANE POOLS: OFF THE DEEP END
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY FISHBOWL WORLDWIDE PRODUCTIONS
Series 1: 6x60, Series 2: 10x60
Outdoor design expert Lucas Congdon continues his quest to create uniquely stunning outdoor living spaces in the average backyard. This season, Lucas and his passionate crew of artisans take on even wilder and more challenging pool projects showcasing unusual features and traveling to some exciting new destinations.

IRON RESURRECTION
2015 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.
6x60
From motorcycles and cars to boats, Discovery Channel’s Biker Build-Off winner Joe Martin brings new life to old iron at his shop Joe Martin Customs. Iron Resurrection has it all: the search for hidden gems, the haggling needed to buy them, the big-time re-build by experienced designers and fabricators, and finally, an eye-popping reveal and final sale.

DARK WOODS JUSTICE
2015 • PRODUCED BY PSG FILMS
6x60
In Washington State’s Olympic Peninsula lies a forest so diverse and massive, it’s been called America’s “Last Untamed Wilderness.” This vast forest hides dark secrets and chilling mysteries just waiting to be uncovered. Now, a billion dollar black market of natural resource theft is booming, fueling a new criminal underground tearing across the Peninsula. Within this shadow industry of drugs, money and wood lies a small team of local law enforcement officers sworn to protect their communities and the forest at all costs.

THE LAST ALASKANS
2014-2015 • PRODUCED BY HALF YARD PRODUCTIONS, LLC.
Series 1: 8x60, Series 2: 10x60
The Last Alaskans are joined by extended family members, with some members traveling to the refuge by boat for the first time in 20 years. In the Arctic National Wildlife Refuge, true freedom only grows from hard work, and The Last Alaskans waste no time getting down to business.
Plus
S1 Specials: 1x60 & 1x120

IRON RESURRECTION
2015 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.
6x60
From motorcycles and cars to boats, Discovery Channel’s Biker Build-Off winner Joe Martin brings new life to old iron at his shop Joe Martin Customs. Iron Resurrection has it all: the search for hidden gems, the haggling needed to buy them, the big-time re-build by experienced designers and fabricators, and finally, an eye-popping reveal and final sale.
For generations, the Appalachian Mountains have had more sightings of mysterious creatures than anywhere else in the United States. Now a team of hardcore hunters and trappers are out to identify these unexplained creatures. These beasts are on the run as these skilled outdoorsmen follow the fresh physical evidence gathered by eyewitnesses from the region.

Paranormal investigators Nick Groff and Katrina Weidman spend 72 hours confined to America’s most haunted locations in a daring attempt to capture the most groundbreaking physical evidence on record. Using state-of-the-art high-resolution cameras, and never-before-seen paranormal technology, they collect surprising new images and sounds.

Sydney Harbour Patrol follows the elite team who work day and night to keep the world-famous waterfront running. They fight to maintain law and order, ensure massive construction projects stay on track, protect the delicate ecosystem against poachers and keep congested shipping lanes clear of dangerous debris from accidents and fierce storms.

Pete Nelson and his Treehouse Masters crew are back to fulfill sky-high dreams for people across the country. Pete surprises some very deserving children with a magical escape and gives a group of teens an invaluable skill by teaching them how to build and create their own peaceful nooks in nature.

Tanana, Alaska, is a village on the very edge of civilization and home to 200 villagers who constantly face ever-changing landscape with everything from fierce weather to wolves at their doorstep. The Yukon Men are constantly reminded of their isolation. They face new threats to their way of life that can be frightening and cause some people to take extreme measures and even to reassess their remote lifestyle.

Pre-shows: 2x60
BLOOD FEUDS
2014 • PRODUCED BY LION TELEVISION, LLC.

Blood Feuds uncovers fascinating pieces of hidden history and recounts America’s most iconic feuds. Brought to life using dramatic recreations, expert interviews, and heart-pumping storytelling, these epic rivalries feature some of the most compelling characters, action-packed conflict and adrenaline-fueled showdowns from the past.

AGAINST THE ODDS
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY SAMMY JACKSON AND 43 FILMS

During game-changing moments of battle, one wrong move could ultimately cost the war, but lack of teamwork could mean dozens of lives lost in an instant. Against the Odds introduces real-life bands of brothers who exhibited unparalleled bravery, solidarity and endurance on the battlefield to come out on top in a fight against impossible odds.
Justice for MLK: The Hunt for James Earl Ray
2015 • PRODUCED BY CREAM PRODUCTIONS, INC.

Justice for MLK: The Hunt for James Earl Ray tells the story of the assassination of Martin Luther King and the desperate search for his killer which was (and remains to this day) the biggest, most extensive manhunt ever conducted, and the first to use forensic techniques.

How We Got Here
2014 • PRODUCED BY CRY HAVOC PRODUCTIONS, INC.

How We Got Here tells the stories of iconic Americans whose entrepreneurial genius radically changed their worlds and ours, creating new ideas and industries that transformed America in ways so profound, we often take them for granted today.

Capturing Oswald
2013 • PRODUCED BY DISCOVERY STUDIOS, LLC.

Retired homicide detectives and officers from the Dallas Police Department (DPD) break their silence about the assassination of President John F. Kennedy on November 22, 1963. Many of them haven’t spoken publicly in years about the tragic events that unfolded on that fateful day. For the first time ever, they come together to provide a collective, detailed account of the DPD investigation.

The Presidents’ Gatekeepers
2012 • PRODUCED BY PEACOCK PRODUCTIONS, NBC

This landmark documentary television event reveals the untold stories of the White House chiefs of staff, the men who know the secrets of each presidency better than the presidents themselves. Featuring every living former chief of staff and president, producer and Pulitzer Prize–winning White House photographer, David Hume Kennerly, lends his extraordinary body of work to tell the insider’s history of the White House.
WHITEY BULGER: THE MAKING OF A MONSTER
2012 • PRODUCED BY NORTHERN LIGHTS PRODUCTIONS
1x60

Whitey Bulger is one of the major crime figures in U.S. history. He will forever be mentioned in the same breath as Al Capone and John Dillinger. But only Whitey reached a level of depravity unchecked by the underworld and the law, bringing the FBI to its knees with its agents reporting to him.

SURVIVING EXODUS
2014 • PRODUCED BY BEYOND ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
Discovery HD • 1x60

The Bible’s book of Exodus is a story of liberation, the freeing of the Hebrew people from slavery in Ancient Egypt. It’s a tale of divine intervention, un-natural disasters sent by God, plagues of flies, frogs and locusts, furious storms and parting seas. Now Aaron Paul and a team of experts and scientists are going to try to re-create the 10 plagues and the parting of the Red Sea. Aaron, Dave Salomi, Hakeem Oluseyi and Terry Schappert are on a mission: to experience those Biblical plagues first-hand.

THE SPANISH CIVIL WAR IN COLOUR
2016 • PRODUCED BY MINORIA ABSOLUTA S.L.
1x60

One of the darkest events in Spanish contemporary history took place between 1936 and 1939 – a civil war that was to permanently scar the country. Spain was left divided, with the dictatorship, the transition period and the early years of democracy all unable to heal the wounds of war. Now, 80 years on, and with a few living survivors of the conflict left, it is time to begin to look back.

MARIA DI NAZARETH
2015 • PRODUCED BY SYDONIA PRODUCTION SRI
1x60

A thrilling investigation through the analysis of the historical and literary sources and the archaeological finds along with theological studies and dogmas of faith that explore the immense fascinating universe that surrounds the incredible figure of Maria di Nazareth.

WHITEY BULGER: THE MAKING OF A MONSTER
2012 • PRODUCED BY NORTHERN LIGHTS PRODUCTIONS
1x60

Whitey Bulger is one of the major crime figures in U.S. history. He will forever be mentioned in the same breath as Al Capone and John Dillinger. But only Whitey reached a level of depravity unchecked by the underworld and the law, bringing the FBI to its knees with its agents reporting to him.
For Jill and Jessa, life over the past several months has been filled with exciting highs and devastating lows. Both were newly married and starting families when two scandals involving older brother Josh were released in the media. For the first time, we hear from Jill, Jessa and other Duggar siblings on what life has been like since Josh’s wrongdoings were made public and how their family has changed forever.

For years, couple Adam and Danielle Busby struggled to have a baby. Their prayers were answered when their daughter Blayke was born. Four years later, to give Blayke a sibling, Danielle became pregnant with quintuplet girls! The first set of all-girl quints in the U.S. are born at 28 weeks and stay in the NICU for 4 months. Suddenly, Adam and Danielle have a half-dozen girls! Life will never be the same!
Ireland’s most famous wedding planner, Peter Kelly AKA Franc, presents the first Irish version of international reality hit series *Say Yes to the Dress*. The 10-part series was filmed in a new couture section of Vows bridal store based in Blarney Business Park in Cork, stocked with stunning dresses from all over the world. Cameras follow brides through the bridal salon as they try on all the styles, colours and patterns to then face their families and friends in the hope that they will *Say Yes to the Dress*.

*Say Yes to the Dress: Australia* goes behind the scenes at premier bridal salon Brides of Sydney where a team of specialists help brides-to-be find their perfect wedding dress. Part fashion show, part bridal story, part family therapy, the series uncovers the lengths these bridal consultants will go to make each bride completely satisfied. Under the expert guidance of fashion director and couture wedding gown designer Adam Dixon and a team of bridal consultants, 18 brides-to-be are ready to discover their dream dress. But with their entourages in tow and no shortage of honest opinions, will they say “yes”? The series unveils all the drama and emotion that goes into finding the perfect dress. Adam also faces an Olympic-size test when New Zealand hockey champion Gemma Flynn calls on his help ahead of her highly anticipated wedding to All Blacks legend Richie McCaw.
RATLED
2014 • PRODUCED BY MAGILLA ENTERTAINMENT

Rattled follows four couples experiencing the challenges and joy of new parenthood. Whether it’s the demands of quadruplets, a volatile unmarried relationship, pushy extended families, or work-life balance, Rattled examines how baby changes everything.

SEPARATED AT BIRTH
2015 • PRODUCED BY CTVC

Separated at Birth follows the emotional and surprising stories of families reunited years after being adopted, abandoned, stolen or switched at birth. The series reveals unprecedented access to personal and heartwarming stories, from serendipitous reunions to yearlong searches for loved ones.

WHAT IF WE GET MARRIED?
2015 • PRODUCED BY MAGICAL ELVES, LP

It’s a cold-hard fact that 50% of all marriages in the U.S. result in divorce. It seems that you can boil down what most people deem the best foundation for wedded bliss into two things: compatibility or chemistry. In this new social experiment, we’ll put to the test if the best marriage success comes from marrying your best friend or friend with benefits. What’s really more important, great sex or a great friend?
MEDICAL + HEALTH
In each self-contained hour, we’ll follow an obese person on the transformation journey of a lifetime. Their journey starts with a declaration. They will go to the object of their affection and declare their romantic intentions. They will admit they want to ask them out, but not right now. In 90 days, our hero promises to make some huge changes in his life, and after he does, he will come back to meet his crush – completely transformed.

**INVISIBLE KILLERS**

2016 • PRODUCED BY THE DOCUMENTARY GROUP

Virus: noun, from Latin, literally “slimy liquid, poison.” A self-replicating strand of genetic material, too small to be seen under a light microscope, which can reproduce only within the living cells of a host. This alien quasi-life form has shaped the history of humanity and continues to plague us today. A three-part series, Invisible Killers will focus on the fascinating science and compelling stories around viruses as diverse as influenza, smallpox and Ebola – combining verité documentary storytelling with historical footage and animation.

**FAT CHANCE**

2014 • PRODUCED BY EYEWORKS USA, LLC.

In each self-contained hour, we’ll follow an obese person on the transformation journey of a lifetime. Their journey starts with a declaration. They will go to the object of their affection and declare their romantic intentions. They will admit they want to ask them out, but not right now. In 90 days, our hero promises to make some huge changes in his life, and after he does, he will come back to meet his crush – completely transformed.
FIRST IN HUMAN: THE TRIALS OF BUILDING 10
2017 • PRODUCED BY MCGEE MEDIA

NIH’s Building 10, nicknamed “America’s Hospital,” is the largest research-only hospital in the world, specializing in advanced clinical trials, and housing the Undiagnosed Disease Program. Patients from all over the world apply to be treated there as a last resort when no other doctor can determine what is wrong. This groundbreaking limited series will capture the stories of the doctors, researchers, staff, and, most importantly, the patients and families in this remarkable facility.

MY 600 LB LIFE
2015 • PRODUCED BY MEGALOMEDIA, INC.

This compelling series follows the lives of 12 people, each weighing over 600lbs. Through their year-long journeys, they attempt to lose thousands of pounds collectively, to survive. These stories are about much more than weight loss, they’re about heart.

Plus
S2 Where Are They Now: 7x60 & 1x120
SEX SENT ME TO THE ER
2014 • PRODUCED BY GRB ENTERTAINMENT

Love makes the world go ‘round, for sure. But in some instances, love and sex can lead people ‘round to the swinging doors of the emergency room, with medical mishaps that are bizarre, potentially risky and very, very funny!

Plus
2x60 Clip Show

SKIN TIGHT
2015 • PRODUCED BY MEGALOMEDIA, INC.

In each episode of Skin Tight we follow two people who have lost massive amounts of weight and are about to undergo a full body transformation through skin removal surgery. Each episode culminates in dramatic reveals for both individuals.
Alaska is known for its great beauty and inspirational landscapes. However, it is equally as notorious for its rugged terrain, brutal winters and remote locations. Alas, life must go on even in the dead of winter and everyday tasks often become extraordinary challenges. But, with the help of colossal equipment and machines, residents can not only endure, but thrive among the sub-zero temperatures, steep mountainous terrain and fragile – sometimes deadly – ice.

In 2009, the U.S. Navy was responsible for a wider array of missions than ever before and was making radical technological advances that will someday change the way they protect the seas. At Sea takes an in-depth look at the men, women and technology that made the U.S. Navy the most powerful maritime force on Earth.

Mankind’s greatest engineering feats are often its most powerful weapons. Helicopters, stealth technology, guns, bombs, planes – these are the tools of war and they often provide the key advantage that secures victory on the battlefield. Combat Tech takes an in-depth look at the greatest military engineering feats and reveals how they work, how they came to be, and how they made a difference where it counts – in the theater of war.
DEADLIEST TECH
2011 • PRODUCED BY WORKAHOLIC PRODUCTIONS, INC.

An in-depth look at the weapons that won wars of the past and the high-tech arms used on the battlefield of today.

HARMONY: A NEW WAY OF LOOKING AT OUR WORLD
2010 • PRODUCED BY HARMONY FILM, LLC.

Inspired by The Prince of Wales, Harmony captures on film a way we’ve never seen before, an authentic leader on critical global issues. From organic farms to rainforests of British Columbia to rare footage of Prince Charles interviewing Al Gore about climate change in 1988, Harmony introduces viewers to a new and inspiring perspective on how the world can meet the challenges of climate change globally, locally and personally – putting forth a global call to action.

HOW IT’S MADE: DREAM CARS
2008-2015 • PRODUCED BY MAJ MEDIA

Picture your dream car. Maybe it’s a Bentley Mulsanne or the Porsche Panamera. Have you ever wondered just how that incredible machine was made? Join the How It’s Made crew as we go around the world to the birthplaces of your favorite cars. Each episode reveals their inner workings and gorgeous exteriors with amazing access to their factories and test labs.

INSIDE OUT: THE SECRET LIFE OF STEEL
2016 • PRODUCED BY BEACH HOUSE PICTURES TAIWAN LTD.

Discovered in antiquity, industrialized centuries ago, and continuously refined ever since, steel has built dynasties and transformed our modern landscape. It remains an indispensable building material, hidden in plain sight within the structures we see daily. Inside Out: The Secret Life of Steel tells the behind-the-scenes story of the material that literally built the modern world.
Japan, one of the world’s most earthquake-prone nations, is also one of the most earthquake-ready. Japan: Designed for Recovery showcases how dedication and imagination are helping make Japan a special place when it comes to handling seismic events, making them not only an earthquake nation, but also the safest nation in the world.

Since the launch of the manned space program more than 50 years ago, cameras aboard NASA spacecraft have captured thousands of images. Many show stars, views of Earth and other expected sights. However, hundreds of these pictures reveal imagery that leave scientists scratching their heads. NASA’s Unexplained Files explores these mysteries.

You Have Been Warned is a countdown of the world’s top homemade science stunts and experiments found on the Internet. Each episode takes the cleverest, funniest, most daring, outrageous or just downright bizarre clips and uses a cast of the world’s best science experts to explain them to us.

The Quick and the Curious is the only series that gives you all the answers to your universe as fast as you can take them. Ever wonder whether or not the five-second rule is legit? Why it is so hard to swat a fly? Or if you really think with your gut? Our intrepid team of science experts has the answers to all that and much more; like how clocks “talk to each other” and what that means for your daily commute. Start the clock – it’s time for The Quick and the Curious.

A few generations ago, traveling to the moon was hard to imagine, and beyond the moon, a pipe dream. Today there is a new breed of explorer, tasked with going deep into space to unlock and reveal first-ever views of alien worlds and cosmic bodies far beyond anyone’s imagination. Space’s Deepest Secrets shares the stories of the men and women who pushed their ingenuity and curiosity beyond the limits to uncover some of the most groundbreaking findings in the history of space exploration.

Telescope takes viewers on a tour of the history of the telescope from Galileo to Hubble and NASA’s James Webb Space Telescope, currently being built and launching in 2018, exploring our efforts to understand our place in the stars.

This series follows a core crew of larger-than-life engineers, shipbuilders, captains and designers working across the globe for Maersk – the largest shipping company on the planet.
SURVIVAL + ADVENTURE
Deep in the mountains of British Columbia, there’s a legend: a fortune in gold guarded by a dangerous curse. Now, six adventurers are setting out in pursuit of its glory. Success will be measured in billions of dollars, but failure could cost them their lives.

Joseph Teti and Matt Graham are two survivalists that take on some of the planet’s most unforgiving terrains to demonstrate how the right skills and some creative thinking can keep you alive. Equipped only with the minimal gear that would have been carried in real-life situations, Teti and Graham must draw upon their arsenal of skills as well as their surroundings to demonstrate what it takes to survive.

Plus
Specials: 3x60
MAROONED WITH ED STAFFORD
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY TIGRESS PRODUCTIONS LTD.

Series 1: 9x60, Series 2: 6x60

Former British Army Captain Ed Stafford was the first person ever to walk the length of the Amazon. Can he last 60 days on an uninhabited location with absolutely nothing – no survival tools, no rations, no clothes, no film crew?

NAKED AND AFRAID
2013-2015 • PRODUCED BY RENEGADE 83

Series 1: 26x60, 1x75 & 1x90, Series 2: 32x60

This series takes “survival of the fittest” to the next level, where a pair of complete strangers will find themselves stranded in one of the world’s most extreme environments. The duo will be left high and dry with no food, no water . . . and no clothes. They must survive on their own for a full 21 days, with nothing but one personal item each and the knowledge that the only prize is their pride and sense of accomplishment. Plus, Naked and Afraid: Bares All Specials shows all that TV couldn’t!

Plus
S1-2 Specials: 9x60 and 1x120
TRAILBLAZERS
2015 • PRODUCED BY OCTOBER FILMS LIMITED
6x60
The quest to expand the boundaries of human knowledge draws scientists to explore ever deeper, taking them into the darkest places on earth. Death waits at every turn, but protecting them from danger are the Trailblazers – members of a brotherhood of elite survivalists who are sworn to keep every expedition safe, risking their lives to ensure everybody makes it in, completes their mission and gets back out alive.

VENOM HUNTERS
2015 • PRODUCED BY AUTHENTIC ENTERTAINMENT
6x60
The venom of spiders, scorpions and snakes alike can be sold for up to $4,000 a gram. Venom Hunters follows four brave teams of expert snake hunters who have the guts and skills to chase down the world’s most venomous snakes and collect this highly toxic liquid.
CHENNAI: SURVIVING THE FLOOD
2016 • PRODUCED BY ROBIN ROY FILMS

Chennai is the capital of the Indian state of Tamil Nadu. Located on India’s eastern coast, it is one of the biggest cultural, economic and educational centers in South India. In December 2015, Chennai was at the receiving end of a combination of nature’s fury and the results of rampant urban over-development. In a matter of two days, Chennai was, quite literally, underwater. This special follows the moments leading up to the disaster; the meteorological anomalies that caused it; the anguish of traumatized residents; the heroism of rescue teams and the incredible solidarity shown by the people who came together.

CLANDESTINO
2015 • PRODUCED BY Y ACCION, S.L.

Headed by Spaniard journalist David Beriain, this series plunges into a universe filled with armies of hitmen, narcotics, corrupt cops and human mules. Revealing clandestine groups all over the world, David investigates the Mexican cartel, Rhino poaching in South Africa, murderous El Salvadorian gangs, a nearly extinct hidden Hmong society in Vietnam and joins the Peruvian government in their fight against archeological looting.

BORDER CONTROL: SPAIN
2015 • PRODUCED BY CINE NATURALEZA Y TELEVISION S.L.

Border Control: Spain is a series that shows the interventions of the Security Services at the borders and customs of Spain depicting the situations happening between the mentioned services and the people affected. Spanish borders are one of the hottest spots on the continent. Spain is a major transit country for goods and travelers from all over the world. Each day thousands of containers, tons of goods of all kinds and millions of travelers cross Spain’s borders.
### LOCAL COMMISSIONS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Production Company</th>
<th>Episodes</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>DOGS: THE UNTOLD STORY</strong></td>
<td>2016</td>
<td>Produced by Plimsoll Productions</td>
<td>5x60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DEVONPORT: INSIDE THE ROYAL NAVY</strong></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Produced by WAG TV</td>
<td>6x60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>EXPEDITION X: SILK ROAD RISING</strong></td>
<td>2015</td>
<td>Produced by Beach House Pictures</td>
<td>1x60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**DOGS: THE UNTOLD STORY** follow the species’ natural history, looking at each breed and how they have developed a specific set of characteristics to aid them in living alongside human beings. The series focuses on dogs at different stages of domestication for a complete overview of their development, from wild and worker dogs, domesticated pets and those released back into the wild.

**DEVONPORT: INSIDE THE ROYAL NAVY** is the largest naval base in Western Europe, Devonport is home to the navy’s Trafalgar-class nuclear-powered submarines and surface fleet. 10,000 men and women working 'round the clock, 365 days a year to make sure that the Devonport fleet of ships are always ready to protect the United Kingdom’s interests anywhere around the globe.

**EXPEDITION X: SILK ROAD RISING** is on the adventure of a lifetime, traveling from Xi’an, China, to Istanbul, Turkey, to uncover a series of remarkable locations, mysteries and hidden gems, many unknown to the Western world.

Denise Keller and Liam Bates are on the adventure of a lifetime, traveling from China to Turkey along the ancient Silk Road, discovering how a new generation of explorers, entrepreneurs and innovators are making it relevant again in the 21st century.
INSIDE OUT: THE SECRET LIFE OF STEEL
2015 • PRODUCED BY BEACH HOUSE PICTURES TAIWAN LTD.

Discovered in antiquity, industrialized centuries ago, and continuously refined ever since, steel has built dynasties and transformed our modern landscape. It remains an indispensable building material, hidden in plain sight within the structures we see daily. Inside Out: The Secret Life of Steel tells the behind-the-scenes story of the material that literally built the modern world.

JAWAI: INDIA’S LEOPARD HILLS
2015 • PRODUCED BY ROBIN ROY FILMS

Rare footage from Jawai, a picturesque location in Rajasthan surrounded by hills, reveals leopard behavior like never before and challenges widely held opinion about the big cat. Watch the fascinating story of co-existence between wild predators and humans.

LIVING WITH MANEATERS
2016 • PRODUCED BY NATURAL HISTORY NEW ZEALAND, LTD.

Living with Maneaters travels across India where people struggle to live with the fabled and dangerous big cats: leopards, tigers and lions. Personal passion, ancient traditions and new ideas come together to solve one of humanity’s oldest conflicts.

JAPAN: DESIGNED FOR RECOVERY
2016 • PRODUCED BY IN FOCUS ASIA LTD.

Japan, one of the world’s most earthquake-prone nations, is also one of the most earthquake-ready. Japan: Designed for Recovery showcases how dedication and imagination are helping make Japan a special place when it comes to handling seismic events, making them not only an earthquake nation, but also the safest nation in the world.
One of the darkest events in Spanish contemporary history took place between 1936 and 1939 – a civil war that was to permanently scar the country. Spain was left divided, with the dictatorship, the transition period and the early years of democracy all unable to heal the wounds of war. Now, 80 years on, and with a few living survivors of the conflict left, it is time to begin to look back.

A thrilling investigation through the analysis of the historical and literary sources and the archaeological finds along with theological studies and dogmas of faith that explore the immense fascinating universe that surrounds the incredible figure of Maria di Nazareth.

Sydney Harbour Patrol follows the elite team who work day and night to keep the world-famous waterfront running. They fight to maintain law and order, ensure massive construction projects stay on track, protect the delicate ecosystem against poachers and keep congested shipping lanes clear of dangerous debris from accidents and fierce storms.

India is a country bursting with wildlife. But it is also home to 1.3 billion people. This film shares inspiring stories of India’s wild species and how they live, survive and sometimes even thrive in a crowded human world.

This series follows a core crew of larger-than-life engineers, shipbuilders, captains and designers working across the globe for Maersk – the largest shipping company on the planet.
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